
   

Boost Your SEO Ranking With Optimized Ezine Articles, 
News Releases, Special Reports and Technical Papers

By Ernest O'Dell – Guerrilla Internet Marketing

Thursday, April 29, 2010

So, you want publicity for your business, product, service  
or  opportunity?   Submit  an  optimized  News  Release,  
ezine  article,  “Special  Report”  or  a  Technical  Paper.  
Whether you are targeting journalists, consumers, B2B or  
all  the  above,  an  optimized  publication  can  create  
endless  possibilities  and  long  term  traffic  for  your  
business.

Before looking for help writing and distributing that  
news release, article,  or Special  Report,  define the  
intended  goals  you  want  your  publication  to  
accomplish,  and  determine  how  to  measure  your  
campaign's success.

Then develop a Public  Relations strategy:  Will  you  
do it  all  “in  house?”   Or  will  you contract  with  a  
professional PR firm to do it for you?

And, last, but not least, define the content to go into your  
publication,  and  pre-determine  your  dedication  to  PR  
efforts.  Without a determined commitment to see it all  
the way through, you're just barking at the moon.
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Traditional News Releases, also known as Press Releases, 
have—in  the  past—been  limited  to  the  news  media  in 
general: radio, television, newspapers and magazines, and 
printed  media,  etc.   In  general,  a  News  Release  was 
relegated to a narrow niche and mostly related to business 
announcements.   As  they  have  gained  acceptance  as  a 
means of disseminating information in the digital  media 
(Internet,  ezines,  online  articles,  blogs,  etc.)  they  have 
literally exploded to directly reach millions of readers.

Online  news  releases  are  appropriate  for  almost  any 
occasion, as long as they don't come across as a “hard sell” 
pitch or a self serving advertorial.  An “advertorial” is—in 
reality—nothing more than an advertisement written in an 
editorial format.

Advertorials  can  have  their  place  in  newspapers  and 
magazines, and even online, but you'll pay a different rate 
because  it's  really  not  a  news  release,  but  an 
advertisement.

Nevertheless,  executed  properly,  an  optimized  news 
release  can  open  hundreds  of  opportunities  to  brand 
yourself, your business, or your product.

Seeing The Big Picture

While optimized news releases and articles are written to 
be ranked (or  “crawled”)  by search engines,  people  still 
need to be able to understand them.  So,  you must be 
mindful  to  make  your  publications  readable  by  both 
humans and search engines.

If  you  get  a  thousand,  or  ten  thousand  search  engine 
visitors to view an optimized news release that reads like a 
search  engine  tactic,  your  human  readers  will  detect  it 
faster  than  a  search  engine  and  it  will  damage  your 
business' credibility.
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Creating  an  effective  news  release—and  one  that  is 
optimized for search engines at the same time—requires a 
thorough  understanding  of  writing  styles  for  the  Public 
Relations sector.  Not only will you have to enhance your 
document to trigger on certain SEO specific keywords, you 
must also know what busy people in the media are looking 
for.

They're looking for NEWS... not a sales pitch.

Online PR professionals can provide a lot of this expertise 
in their services as well as manage the distribution of your 
news release into the proper channels.  You may choose to 
do this yourself, but be advised that a poorly managed PR 
campaign is not necessarily better than no publicity at all. 
Also, send your articles and news releases to the wrong 
distribution channels and they will never even show up on 
the  web  because  you  didn't  give  the  media  what  they 
wanted.

A good, optimized news release is going to have the same 
effect as a properly optimized web site.   Since both are 
going to be online, you need to season the copy of your 
news release with a balance of keywords as you would a 
SEO web page.  This includes using “alt” tags for graphical 
elements such as photos, jpegs, gifs, screen shots, etc.

Including graphical  elements into your news release will 
not only create a “visual” interest in your publication, but 
will also give visual “relief” to the eyes of the viewer.  It's a 
well  established  fact,  both  scientifically  and 
psychologically,  that if  you “break up” your copy with a 
balance  of  “white  space”  (short  paragraphs  with  line 
breaks between them) and pictures, you give a “breather” 
—or  relief—to  your  reader's  eyes,  both  physically  and 
subconsciously.

In addition to that, adding keywords to anchor text links, 
along with embedding audio and/or video features in your 
news  releases  is  helpful.   This  will  make  for  a  more 
interesting and captivating press release than a boring one 
page release with all text and no “visuals.”
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An optimized press release, or article, will double as a Web 
page.   Even  companies  who  have  no  budget  for  an 
expensive web site project can still get top search engine 
placement with a well written, properly optimized online 
press release.

Make the Commitment and Stick TO IT!

Before looking for help writing and distributing that  
news release, article,  or Special  Report,  define the  
intended  goals  you  want  your  publication  to  
accomplish,  and  determine  how  to  measure  your  
campaign's success.

Then develop a Public  Relations strategy:  Will  you  
do it  all  “in  house?”   Or  will  you contract  with  a  
professional PR firm to do it for you?

An effective Public Relations campaign requires a schedule 
for  press  release distribution,  a  process to  evaluate the 
effectiveness  of  the  campaign,  and  a  commitment  to 
maintain  the  campaign  for  the  long  term.   This  is  not 
something that you can do for just a few weeks and then 
give up because you don't see any results... yet.

Sometimes  press  releases  and  articles  will  have  an 
immediate  effect  on  your  traffic,  and  sometimes  it  will 
take 6 to 8 weeks before they “kick in” and you see any 
metrics from them.  You must also be proficient in testing, 
tracking and “split  testing” your campaigns to see which 
ones are producing better than others.   And,  of course, 
you  will  always  need  to  have  variations  in  your  press 
releases  so  that  they  don't  appear  the  same  to  your 
readers—and to the search engines.
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You must also be committed to a consistency not found in 
other  marketing  venues.   Using  online  press  releases 
effectively will require you to be consistently distributing 
your publications as often as every one to three months, 
for at least a year to see the exponential traffic coming in.

That's why I  said in a previous paragraph that you can't 
just do this for a few weeks and give up before you see any 
results.   It  takes  a  few weeks  for  these  publications  to 
“spawn” traffic  on a  viral  basis,  and then you'll  see the 
exponential  numbers  coming  in.   That  is  also  why  it  is 
important to distribute anywhere from 4 to 12 releases in 
a year's time frame.

There are a variety of web based news wire services, such 
as  PR  Web,  Web  Wire,  eReleases.com,  and  Free  Press 
Release.  Some of them offer their services free, as with 
Free Press Release, and others offer them at low to high 
prices: depending on the nature of your campaign.

Consistency and Timing

As  previously  mentioned,  it  is  important  to  maintain 
consistency  in  order  to  build  up  the  momentum  of 
exponential  exposure of your press release on the web. 
Timing is  another  critical  element.   To achieve the best 
results, you want to time your releases to come out before 
Wednesday the typical business week.

Why?

Because after Wednesday, typically known as “hump day,” 
everything else is pretty much “down hill” in the business 
cycle.   People  in  the  media  especially  have  already  put 
together their media kits for the week in the early part of 
the  week  and  have  made  their  phone  calls  and 
appointments for any guests, shows, interviews, etc.
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While some media professionals work over weekends, it is 
preferable that you get your releases distributed as early 
as possible on a Monday morning, or Tuesday afternoon at 
the  latest.   Waiting  as  late  as  Wednesday  morning  can 
sometimes be too late as most editors have already put 
their weekly program schedules together.

Asking the Right Questions

When shopping around for a marketing or public relations 
firm  to  create  optimized  news  releases—or  any  other 
electronic publication—for your business, it is best to get a 
“media kit” from them which contains samples of actual 
releases that they have done for former clients.  This will 
give  you a way of  sifting through the various firms and 
weeding out the lackluster  from the professionals.   It  is 
one of the best ways of discriminating between the “good, 
bad, and the ugly” in this business.

Any  good  PR  or  marketing  firm  who  is  worth  their 
reputation  will  be  more  than  willing  to  share  with  you 
their testimonials and samples.  For instance, if a PR firm 
has 100 clients and only 20 of them get real results, you 
will  immediately  see the anecdotal  results.   However,  if 
the  firm  has  100  clients  with  80,  or  more,  showing 
testimonials  of  real  results,  then  you  have  a  better 
anecdotal ratio.

Why do I say anecdotal?

Because in many cases, these firms will possibly be under a 
Non-Disclosure  Agreement  about  the  details  of  their 
campaigns  and  can't  “leak”  them  intentionally  (or 
accidentally)  to  the  public.   Because  of  intellectual 
property and copyrights, there are limits on what can be 
revealed  in  a  “testimonial.”   But  a  positive  anecdotal 
testimonial from 80% or more of a PR firm's clients should 
be a sufficient indicator of their expertise.
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The perception that you can get from some PR firms is that 
they achieve great results for their clients, when the reality 
is that—if you reverse the numbers—anywhere from 20 to 
80 percent of their clients don't get any results... or worse, 
lousy results.

So,  it  is  imperative  that  YOU  do  your  homework  and 
“crunch” the numbers.

Read sample releases created for actual clients.  Ensure a 
proper balance of keyword optimization and readability.  It 
is also suggested that you ask the following questions of 
your PR firm's representative:

● Does their price includes keyword research?
● What  are  their  fees  for  writing  press  releases, 

articles, technical papers, etc.?
● Do  they  charge  a  separate  fee  for  online 

distribution?
● How many “direct contacts” do they distribute to, 

and what kind of venues are they?  (Are they radio, 
television,  newspaper,  magazine,  ezine,  online 
distribution for news wire services, etc.)

● Is there any additional (or hidden) fees for sending 
the release to targeted media outlets?

● Are there additional fees to send your release to 
popular blogs?  And which blogs?

● How many modifications or revisions are included 
in the price of the press release?

● What is their turnaround time frame?
● What clients have hired them in the past and what 

are their names and phone numbers?  (If they can't  
give you this information to your satisfaction, then 
you need to go to the next call on your list of PR  
firms.)

● Can they tell you about success stories their clients 
have had as a result of the work they did for them? 
(If they tell you, make notes and call those clients  
for  yourself  and  ask  for  verification  and  for  
references. Were they satisfied with the results of  
the  press  release?  If  not,  why  not?  If  yes,  what  
were the results?)
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● And, last, but not least, what is their fee?  Is it “per 
page” or “per word?”  Or do they have a “flat fee?” 
(Most reliable services charge anywhere from $150 
to $1,500—or more—for writing a press release.)

The wisdom here is to “shop around” but don't just shop 
on price alone.  Look for quality and quantitative results. 
And don't let “sticker shock” determine your decision to 
do  business  with  someone  cheaper.   Sometimes  the 
cheaper firms can do you more harm than good.  And an 
expensive firm is expensive for a very good reason: they're 
great at what they do.

Reap the Rewards

A  well  written  press  release  can  offer  you  tremendous 
advantages  over  your  competitors.   It  can  make all  the 
difference between the success or failure of a product or 
service launch.  It can also spell out the success or failure 
of your business.

Not only that, but it can also expand your client base and 
attract  a  much  wider  audience,  while  improving  your 
search engine rankings.  Writing informational copy rather 
than promotional content will attract not only journalists
—but also consumers.  An effectively written release can 
literally  double  your  exposure  and  expand  your  market 
base.

In addition to the “one time shot” of distributing to off-line 
venues, your on-line press release stays on the Internet—
for  all  practical  intent  and  purposes—forever.   It  will 
constantly work for you, sending you traffic and providing 
leads when you employ the right keywords to attract the 
right target audience.
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An optimized news release, article, “special report,” even 
technical papers, go directly to the target audience.  End 
users  of  your  information—which  is  what  people  are 
looking for, information—will obtain relevant data without 
having  to  filter  through  a  lot  of  traditional  print  and 
electronic media.

In addition to this, all the time your optimized publication 
is  on  the  Internet,  it  will  continue  to  build  page  rank, 
relevance, and back links.  It's one of the best, of not the 
laziest,  ways to build  long term growth for  traffic,  page 
rank and relevance for your site.

Search  engine ranking  will  also improve since  the same 
release—when  optimized  with  relevant  keywords 
embedded in  the copy—and any  graphic  elements  with 
proper alt tags, is linking back to your web page.  It's like 
fertilizer for your garden or “spider food” for the search 
engines.

Therefore, it's wise to create variations of each release (or 
publication) by altering some of the copy and keywords in 
the sentence structure.  Doing so will  appeal to a wider 
variety of audiences and it will achieve better rankings for 
the web page to which it is linked.

Each  release  serves  the  purpose  of  providing  better 
rankings for each variation in a search phrase rather than 
using a single release that targets everyone like a shotgun 
blast.

When speaking to your PR representative, ask them if they 
have  an  inclusive  price  (or  fee)  that  includes  multiple 
variations of a press release, or if they can give a discount 
on subsequent variations.

For instance, at our firm, we charge $1,500 per release, 
but  that  includes  10  variations  covered  under  the 
modifications clause.
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It's  a  worthwhile  investment  to  go  with  the  multiple 
releases  because—over  the  long  term—you  get  more 
“bang for your buck.”

And, of course, don't  forget to put in a “call  to action.” 
That might be a telephone call, fax or email, but include 
that information at the end of the press release so that the 
media,  or  the  consumer,  can  contact  you.   And  also 
include your web address so they can find your contact 
info there.  It should be in a prominent location for them 
to find.  If  it's not, they're not going to hunt you down. 
They're going to go to the next guy's news release: your 
competitor.  And when it comes to getting the attention of 
the  consumer  or  the  media—EVERYBODY  is  your 
competitor.

On the call to action, you might offer a free brochure, a 
media kit, or a sales sheet, or a request for a free sample. 
For consumers, you can have them go to a lead capture 
page to build up your prospect database.  Offer something 
for free in exchange for their name and email address.

What to Watch Out For

Years ago, when everything was done by mail, or fax, the 
vetting process was slow and tedious.  But today, decision 
makers are the users who have access to  do their  own 
verification  (hence,  vetting)  of  your  information. 
However, they are also inundated with an over-abundance 
of information “overload” and pushed for time.  Make it 
easy for them to contact you.  At the end of your release, 
give them a direct phone number to call you, a fax number 
if necessary, an email address, and (if appropriate) a web 
site URL.

Without  that  information,  they  are  simply  not  going  to 
waste a second of their time to contact you.  They're too 
busy, and they're just going to go to the next release in 
their stack.  The competition is heavy and there's very little 
to distinguish your information from the other guy.
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Distorted  statistics  and  information  can  pose  another 
obstacle: many free services stream their RSS feeds that 
automatically create “hits” when RSS readers update their 
feeds.  That can create what is called a “false positive” in 
your statistics and skew the real results.   Therefore, the 
actual number of hits (or “pings” as it is sometimes known) 
from  people  perusing  news  releases  is  generally  lower 
than the number reported.

Example: while many news media editors and businesses 
(and not too few individuals) use RSS aggregation readers, 
the  chance  that  they  will  see  your  release  can  be 
debatable.  If a news editor has “refreshed” his RSS feed 
for the day, and another 10,000 editors across the country 
(or the world) has done the same thing, then you have an 
extra 10,000 “pings” or hits on your release.

But... have they actually read your release?

Not always.  Unless you have some super strong keywords 
in your title, and they have a filter on their reader to scan 
for  those  keywords,  there's  a  chance  that  your  release 
won't be seen—or read.  So, the possibility is there to get a 
lot of “hits” but not a lot of actual “reads.”

Another  big  challenge in  the news release  sector  is  the 
anecdotal—or temporary—impact your release has on a 
search engine's results.  How many back links your release 
has created and the “quality” of those links—where they 
came  from,  and  from  which  “neighborhood”  they 
originated—can  determine  a  lot  of  the  statistics  on  an 
organic basis.

Unless you have someone in your firm who is well versed 
in statistical segmentation, it's not always easy to interpret 
the most obvious.   Great numbers and great traffic  can 
appear exciting, but if the revenue doesn't start coming in 
with  the ROI,  they  you  have to  go  back  and  see which 
route  your  release  is  taking.   Most  SEO firms  find  that 
these results only last about 2 to 4 weeks; so, get someone 
“on board” who knows what they're doing.
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Another  major  challenge  is  using  specific,  “long-tailed” 
keyword  phrases  such  as  “multiple  protocol  labeling 
systems”  or  “unified  communications  and messaging  on 
Blackberry wireless phones” when trying to achieve “Page 
One” search engine ranking.

The trap that too many people fall into is buying into the 
notion of paying for premium keywords on a “short-tail” 
nature,  such  as  “T1,”  “dsl,”  “women's  shoe's,”  or  “cell 
phones.”  Competition on these “short-tail” words is fierce 
and  expensive,  especially  if  you  resort  to  PPC  (Pay  Per 
Click).   Your  cost  per  action  (CPA)  can  become 
astronomical on the expense side of your business and not 
see any sales come in from them.

When optimized news releases, articles, technical papers 
and “special reports” are well written, and provide quality 
content  that  satisfies  the  need across  a  wide audience, 
they  can  be  a  very  powerful  venue  for  your  company. 
Even a sole proprietor working out of a home office can 
look  like  a  big  multi-national  corporation  by  leveraging 
their information into an properly optimized news release.

Although  there  are  no  guarantees  in  this  industry,  the 
“pros”  outweigh  the  “cons”  because  writing  and 
submitting an optimized press release can create a lot of 
new business over the long term for your business.

Ernest  O'Dell  is  the  President  and  CEO  of  Questar  
TeleCommunications and  Guerrilla  Internet  
Marketing. His company, founded in 1982, is a leading 
provider  in  research and  implementation of  Unified  
Communications and  Messaging  for  the  real  estate  
and  insurance industries. Many of his web sites and 
blogs continue to get millions of visitors each month.
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